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BizCloud Experts announces acceptance into AWS WAF
Service Delivery Program
Automate & Build Security directly into your applications using AWS WAF

City of Dallas, Jul 21, 2020 (Issuewire.com) - UberTejas LLC dba BizCloud Experts announces their
acceptance into the AWS Web Application Firewall (WAF) Service Delivery Program. AWS WAF
enables Application Development teams design, deploy and protect enterprise web applications,
distributed content, or APIs against common web exploits that potentially affect availability, compromise
security, or consume excessive resources.
BizCloud Experts' core competency of creating web, mobile & serverless applications on AWS Cloud is
further enhanced with the acceptance to Service Delivery Program for AWS WAF. AWS WAF service
delivery recognition allows our developers to extend the value of building and deploying serverless
solutions to now control over how traffic reaches applications by enabling security rules that block
common attack patterns, such as SQL injection or cross-site scripting, and creating custom rules that
filter out specific traffic patterns as defined by the security policy.
Some recent use cases in which BizCloud Experts Engineers have enabled using Amazon WAF for our
enterprise customers are:
Protecting Windows .Net Web Applications hosted on AWS against OWASP Top 10 security
risks
Providing real-time visibility and automating compliance analytics/reporting by integrating AWS
WAF and Splunk/Athena
Prevent access from & defend against attacks from known bad IP addresses/IP reputation lists
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Defend against brute-force HTTP flood attacks by setting specified threshold allocations by
customer
BizCloud Experts commitment to Security and WAF is reflected in the following quote from one of our
valued customers: John Nguyen, President, TLV Advanced Software Solutions: "We engaged BizCloud
Experts to help us evaluate and fix our Web Application Firewall (AWS WAF) deployment. I was
impressed with how the team under Nagesh’s leadership quickly understood our application
architecture and reconfigured the WAF aligned to our application architecture. They were agile,
responsive and cost-effective. We have the confidence in the team and have now expanded our
relationship with BizCloud Experts to help us deploy Cross Region Disaster Recovery Solution on AWS".
"Security and Compliance is just not about perimeter," says Nagesh Kunamneni, President & CTO,
BizCloud Experts. "in emerging serverless hyper-scale application environments every interaction has to
be governed, monitored and continuously tested for compliance. We can help make that happen right
out of the gate and seamlessly blend security into agile DevOps lifecycle".
ABOUT BIZCLOUD EXPERTS
BizCloud Experts is recognized as a leader in developing solutions using serverless computing
technologies, contact center solutions, and automating IT services. BizCloud Experts is an AWS
Advanced Consulting Partner that that helps customers of all types and sizes design, architect, build,
migrate, and manage their workloads and applications on AWS, accelerating their journey to the cloud.
To learn more, visit https://www.bizcloudexperts.com or follow us on Linked-In, Twitter, Facebook.
For additional sales information, contact bizdev@bizcloudexperts.com, or call us at +1 (214)206-8976.
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